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Unit Three 
Employee and Employer 
Expectations on the Job 

 
Instructional Goals: 
 
• To guide participants in exploring employer and employee expectations in the 

U.S. workplace. 
• To facilitate an awareness of the differences in expectations across cultures 

and how these expectations are translated in the workplace. 
• To assist participants in exploring current trends and issues in the U.S. 

workplace and expose the participants to current literature examining these 
issues. 

 

Cultural Learning Objectives: 
 
• Explore and identify ways in which different cultures perceive the concept of 

time. 
• Investigate and describe how the concept of time affects the functions of the 

U.S. workplace. 
• Describe the importance of schedules and breaks in the U.S. workplace. 
• Call in sick or late, and request time off or permission to leave early. 
• Describe common rules and regulations in the U.S. workplace and identify 

their purpose. 
• Compare and contrast safety guidelines in the U.S. workplace to those in 

other countries. 
• Give and respond to warnings. 
• Report incidents and accidents on the job as required by U.S. workplace 

regulations. 
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Chapter 11 - The Concept of Time 
 
 
 
Objectives:  
 
• Explore and identify ways in which different cultures perceive the concept of 

time. 
• Investigate and describe how the concept of time affects the functions of the 

U.S. workplace. 
• Describe the importance of schedules and breaks in the US workplace. 
• Call in sick or late, and request time off or permission to leave early. 
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Setting the Stage 
 
Introduction:   
This chapter addresses the importance of time and punctuality in the United 
States.  This first activity takes a look at a comical approach to "saving time".  
The comic strip questions the importance of  "saving time".  The purpose of this 
activity is to begin dialog about different concepts of time how this view may 
differ from culture to culture. 
 
Materials: 
• Overhead of comic strip. 
• Handout – "Talking About Time" 
 
Time: 
15-20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. As participants come into the room, have the comic strip displayed on the 

overhead.  Ask participants to read the comic strip and discuss its contents 
with a partner. 

2. Pass out handout "Talking About Time" 
3. Give participants a few minutes to read through the questions and discuss 

answers with a partner. 
4. Review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
5. As a group, review questions and participants’ answers to the questions. 
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"TALKING ABOUT TIME" 
 

 
 
 
 
1. What do you think they mean by "Time-saving Tips"? 
 
 
2. Are you concerned about saving time? 
 
 
3. If so, what are some ways you save time? 
 
 
4. Do you think people in the United States are worried about 

saving time?  Why or why not? 
 
 
5. What things do people in the United States do to try to save 

time?   
 
 
6. Did any of these activities surprise you when you first came to 

the United Sates? 
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Cross-cultural Comparison 
 
Introduction 
Different cultures have different concepts of time.  In the United States, time is 
given great importance.  In business, time is money and isn't something to 
"waste".  The following activity will help participants identify the level of 
importance given to a number of different situations surrounding the concept of 
time in their own countries. 
 
Materials" 
• Handout – "What time?" 
• Overhead 
 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Give each participant a handout. 
2. Allow about 10 minutes for participants to complete the graph. 
3. Ask participants to get into groups of 3 or 4.  Try to have people from 

different cultural backgrounds sit together.  Make an attempt to have just one 
representative from a country or cultural group in each group. 

4. In groups, have participants compare answers. 
5. After 10 minutes, have groups share differences and similarities. 
6. Once each group has shared, complete the overhead graph together as a 

class. Write the names of the different countries across the top of the graph 
and fill in answers accordingly. 

7. Discuss the following questions with the class. 
 
Questions for discussion: 
 
1. Why do you think there are similarities and differences? 
2. What do you think would happen if you went to work in one of the countries 

that views time differently than you? 
3. How would you know what is appropriate? 
4. How would you find out? 
5. Have you ever been in a professional situation in which your concept of time 

was not appropriate? 
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What time? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions:  Think about the concept of time in your country.  Complete the graph as people 
would perceive time in your country. 
 

SITUATION TIME 
1. What time do you arrive at work if your shift starts at 7  AM? 
 

 

2. What time do you leave for work if your shift starts at 7:00 AM and 
it takes you 20 minutes to drive to work? 

 

 

3. What time do you arrive at a birthday party if the invitation says the 
party starts at 8  PM? 

 

 

4. Your friend has invited you for dinner.  She says dinner is at 7:30 
PM.  What time do you arrive? 

 

 

5. What time do people eat dinner in your country? 
 

 

6. What time do people eat breakfast? 
 

 

7. What time do people eat lunch? 
 

 

8. Your shift is over at 5 PM.  What time to you leave the office? 
 

 

9. Do people take breaks in your country?  How long is each break? 
 

 

10. You have a meeting with your child's teacher.  The teacher says to 
come at 3 PM.  What time do you arrive? 

 

 

11. You have a staff meeting. The meeting starts at 2 PM.  What time 
do you arrive? 

 

 

12. You have a meeting at another office.  The meeting starts at 11 AM.  
What time do you arrive? 

 

 

13. You have a doctor’s appointment at 1 PM.  What time do you arrive? 
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OVERHEAD FOR CLASSROOM DISCUSSION 
 
 
Question # 
 

         

1          

2          

3          

4          

5          

6          

7          

8          

9          

10          

11          

12          

13          

14          

15          
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General Practices in the United States 
 
Common "American" Behaviors 
 
• In the United States, some business people may view excessive talking and 

formalities as a waste of time. 
• Rapport and trust is less important than performance in many business situations. 
• Most people in the business world stick to a very strict schedule.  They will have 

calendars that are filled with appointments. 
• Email, fax machines, and teleconferencing have changed the amount of personal 

contact in the business world.  These are all timesaving measures. 
• "Using time wisely" is viewed as a positive trait in the United States.  This is one 

characteristic of a well-organized person. 
• Punctuality is very important in the United States.  When a person gives a specific 

time for a meeting to start, the meeting generally starts at that exact time. 
• Most business people in the United States prefer to set appointments when meeting 

with people.  If you are unsure if you need to make an appointment to see 
someone, just ask.  You may not be able to speak with some people without an 
appointment. 

• 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM, Monday – Friday is a common workweek for many business 
people.  However, this is changing as many people are now telecommuting, working 
split shifts, or condensed workweeks.  Although a typical workweek is 40 hours, 
many people work up to 60 hours a week.  Americans have often been accused of 
being "workaholics". 

• 12:00 PM is a common lunch hour in the United States. However, many people will 
eat lunch at their desks, on the go, or even hold lunch meetings to "save time". 

• Time is considered a valuable resource.  In the United States, every minute counts. 
• People will often do many things at once in the United States in an effort to "save 

time". 
• Patience is not a high priority in the U.S.  Efficiency is more valued. 
• Most people in the U.S. live fast paced lives.  They eat fast food, talk on cellular 

phones, and many have very busy schedules. 
 
Common United States American values which reflect these behaviors 
 
Time - "Americans" value time.  Time is very important, as is punctuality.  Many people 
"live by the clock". 
 
 
Sources: 
Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands by:  Terri Morrison, Wayne A. Conaway, and George A. Borden, Ph.D. 
American Ways by:  Gary Athens 
Living in the USA. by:  Alison R. Lanier 
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Critical Incident 
 
Introduction 
The following critical incident describes a situation in which a representative from 
one company is offended by what he perceives to be an impersonal meeting that 
didn’t go well.  Unfortunately, the two executives have different views on how 
the time should be spent in a formal business meeting. The contrasting views 
stem from two different concepts of time.  Sarah is quick to start the meeting 
and get down to business.  Unfortunately, Carlos perceives this behavior as 
impersonal and cold. 
 
Materials: 
• Copy of critical incident and discussion questions 
• Copy of vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Tell participants you are about to read a hypothetical situation (critical 

incident) in a workplace in the United States. 
2. Go over any vocabulary that may cause trouble before you read the critical 

incident. (see suggested list) 
3. Read critical incident while participants follow along. 
4. Check for comprehension.  
5. Review questions for discussion. 
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Critical Incident 
 
Vocabulary 
 
textile   punctuality  agenda  get back to her  
 
executives  impersonal   
 
 
Critical Incident 
 
Carlos works for an international textile company.  He was in the United States 
for a business meeting.  Carlos had a meeting with a U.S. company.  The 
meeting was scheduled for 11:00 AM on Tuesday.  Carlos knew that punctuality 
was important in the United States so he arrived 15 minutes early.  Sarah, the 
president of the US company, entered the meeting room and introduced herself 
to Carlos. After the introductions, Sarah sat down and said, "Well, let's get down 
to business" and immediately began reviewing the agenda with Carlos.  
 
At the end of the meeting, Sarah asked Carlos if he was interested in doing 
business with her company.  Carlos said he would get back to her with a decision 
after he talked with the other executives at his company.  When Carlos returned 
home, he told the executives that he didn't feel good about doing business with 
the American company.  When they asked him why, he said that he felt the 
company was very impersonal and that the meeting didn't go very well.  In his 
opinion, he didn't feel like he could trust the president of the U.S. company. 
 
 
Questions for discussion: 
 
1. What happened? 
2. Why do you think Sarah was quick to start the meeting? 
3. Why did Carlos say the meeting didn't go very well? 
4. Why doesn't Carlos trust Sarah? 
5. What could Sarah have done differently? 
6. What could Carlos have done differently? 
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New Language and Vocabulary 
 
 
Asking for time off 
Can I talk to you about my schedule? 
I need to change my schedule; can we talk? 
I need to take a day off. 
Can I put in a request for some time off? 
I'd like to request some vacation time. 
I'd like to change my work schedule. 
 
 
Calling in sick 
I won't be able to come into work today. 
I've got the flu.  I don't think I should come to work today. 
I'm not feeling well and would like to go to the doctor.  Can I have the day off? 
I'm not able to come to work today; I have strep throat. 
 
 
Calling in late 
I'm sorry but I'm going to be late. 
I'm going to be a couple minutes late. 
I'm running late this morning. 
I'm behind schedule.  I'm going to be a few minutes late. 
 
 
Asking about time 
What time should I arrive? 
What time will the meeting start? 
Should I arrive a few minutes early? 
How long will the meeting last? 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #1 - "I always get my work done." 
 
Introduction: 
In the following dialog, Sam and his employer have a very different opinion 
about punctuality and schedules.  Sam thinks that as long as he gets the job 
done, it shouldn't matter if he is a couple minutes late for work.  The employer 
feels that Sam needs to be at his desk when his shift starts. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Vocabulary and Language Review  
 
doesn't matter tasks  punching in  not a big deal  
 
 
Dialog Setting 
Sam works at a computer software company.  He has an office at the back of the 
building and usually works alone for most of the day.  He has a list of items he 
has to get done by the end of each day.  It doesn't mater in what order he 
completes his tasks, just that he gets it done.  The following dialog is a 
conversation between Sam and his supervisor, Alicia. 
 
Alicia: Sam, can I talk to you for a minute? 
 
Sam:  Sure, what can I do for you? 
 
Alicia: Well, the past month, I've noticed that you are punching in 5-10 

minutes late at least a couple times a week.  Is there a problem 
with your schedule? 

 
Sam: No, I just get caught in traffic sometimes.  Don't worry, it's no big 

deal.  If I come in a few minutes late, I just take a shorter lunch or 
stay a few minutes late. 

 
Alicia: Well, it actually is a big deal.  We want people to be here when 

their shift starts.  I'd appreciate it if you could try and get here on 
time.   

 
Sam: I don't see why it's such a big deal, I always get my work done and 

it's not affecting anyone. 
 
 
Questions for discussion: 
 
1. What happened? 
2. Do you think it's okay for Sam to stay late if he comes in a few minutes late? 
3. Do you think Alicia is being unreasonable? 
4. What do you think Sam should do? 
5. What do you think Alicia should do? 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #2 - "I'll take my break later" 
 
Introduction: 
The following dialog addresses the issue of taking scheduled breaks at the time 
they are scheduled.  Saisunee decides to take her break ½  hour late so she can 
go with a friend in another department.  Her supervisor, Vladimir, is upset 
because the department is off schedule because the breaks didn't go as planned. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Vocabulary and Language Review 
 
mattered  Cosmetics Department  break schedule  
 
didn't realize  work the floor 
 
 
Dialog Setting: 
Vladimir is a supervisor in the Men's Department at a local department store.  He 
makes the daily break schedules for the employees in his department.  The 
following conversation is between Vladimir and an employee, Saisunee.  They 
are talking about the break schedule. 
 
Vladimir: Saisunee, where have you been? 
 
Saisunee: I was getting a cup of coffee.  I was on my break.  What's wrong? 
 
Vladimir: I scheduled you to take your 15-minute break at 10 AM.  It's 10:45.  

Why did you take your break so late? 
 
Saisunee: Oh, I wanted to go on break with my friend Sharon.  She works in 

the Cosmetics Department. 
 
Vladimir: We have been very busy and we only had two people here to work 

the cash register.  I really need you to take your break when you 
are scheduled. 

 
Saisunee: I'm sorry; I didn't realize it mattered when we took our break. 
 
Vladimir: I schedule one person at a time so we will have enough people to 

work the floor. 
 
 
Questions for discussion: 
 
1. What happened? 
2. Do you think Vladimir is being too hard on Saisunee? 
3. Why do you think Vladimir is so careful about scheduling? 
4. Why do you think Saisunee decided to take her break at a different time? 
5. What do you think Saisunee should have done? 
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Cross Cultural Learning Activity #1 – "Daily 
Breaks" 
 
Introduction: 
In this first activity, participants will look at a typical daily work schedule and 
decide when people should take their breaks.  The idea is to make sure that 
there is adequate coverage for the department and give each employee his or 
her appropriate number of breaks. 
 
Materials: 
• Copy of employee break rules 
• Employee work schedule 
• Daily work schedules (three different schedules) 
 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Break the class into small groups of two to three people. 
2. Give each group a copy of the company rules for employee breaks and a copy 

of the employee work schedule. 
3. Now, give each group a copy of the daily work schedule.  Ask the group to 

make a daily break schedule for the employees working that day. 
4. Once the groups have finished, have each group share their break schedule. 
5. Once the breaks have been determined, have each group total the number of 

paid hours each person will work during this pay period and record the hours 
on the schedule. 
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Break Time Allotment  
 
Scheduled 
hours of work 

15 minute 
breaks 

lunch break 

3 1 0 

4 1 0 

5 1 0 

6 1 30 min. 

7 2 30 min. 

8 2 60 min. 

9 2 60 min. 

10 3 60 min. 

11 3 60 min. 

12 4 60 min. 
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Bailey’s Department Store 
Employee Work Schedule 
Department: ______Men's Sportswear_______ 
 
EMPLYOEE        Total  
                               hrs. 

10/3 
Sun 

10/4 
Mon 

10/5 
Tues. 

10/6 
Wed. 

10/7 
Thurs 

10/8 
Fri 

10/9 
Sat 

10/10 
Sun 

10/11 
Mon 

10/12 
Tues 

10/13 
Wed 

10/14 
Thurs 

10/15 
Fri 

10/16 
Sat 

Julio  
 

7-4 9-6 9-6 11-7 1-10 OFF OFF 7-4 9-6 9-6 11-7 1-10 OFF OFF 

Sandra  
 

9-6 9-6 3-11 OFF 7-4 3-11 10-6 OFF 7-4 10-7 OFF OFF 4-10 10-4 

Yulia  
 

OFF OFF 7-4 8-5 3-11 10-6 7-4 OFF 9-4 2-8 OFF 1-6 6-11 11-8 

Kwang  
 

8-5 7-4 OFF OFF 9-6 11-7 8-5 8-5 OFF 3-11 12-5 5-11 OFF 6-11 

Thomas  
 

OFF 8-5 7-4 1-10 OFF 1-10 OFF 9-6 3-11 OFF 7-4 10-6 5-9 3-8 

Pheng  
 

3-10 OFF 10-6 7-4 OFF 8-5 11-7 10-7 10-6 7-4 8-3 7-4 OFF OFF 

Colin  
 

2-11 2-11 OFF OFF 7-4 10-4 3-11 12-6 OFF OFF 10-6 9-2 7-4 9-5 

Yelena  
 

OFF 11-6 1-9 10-6 OFF 7-4 1-10 1-6 OFF 8-5 3-11 OFF 8-5 7-4 

Mung 
 

1-10 OFF 8-5 3-11 10-7 9-5 OFF 12-8 8-5 OFF 1-10 12-4 10-6 OFF 

Lai  
 

11-6 1-10 OFF 9-6 12-8 12-8 10-4 OFF 12-9 4-10 OFF OFF 1-7 8-5 
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Baileys Department Store 
Daily Work Schedule 
Date: ___10/13______ 
Department: ______Men's Sportswear_______ 
 

NAME 
 

SCHEDULED 
HOURS 

BREAKS LUNCH TASKS 

 
 

   GET NEW MERCHANDISE FROM 
RECEIVING 

 
 

   GET HANGERS FROM BASEMENT 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   TAKE TRANSFERS TO RECEIVING 

 
 

   RETURN MERCHANDISE ON HOLD 

 
 

   TAKE HANGERS TO BASEMENT  

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLOSE REGISTERS 
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Bailey’s Department Store 
Daily Work Schedule 
Date: ____10/8_____ 
Department: ______Men's Sportswear_______ 
 

NAME 
 

SCHEDULED 
HOURS 

BREAKS LUNCH TASKS 

 
 

   GET NEW MERCHANDISE FROM 
RECEIVING 

 
 

   GET HANGERS FROM BASEMENT 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   TAKE DOWN TRANSFERS 

 
 

   RETURN MERCHANDISE ON HOLD 

 
 

   TAKE HANGERS TO BASEMENT  

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLOSE REGISTERS 
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Bailey’s Department Store 
Daily Work Schedule 
DATE: _____10/5______ 
Department ______Men's Sportswear_______ 
 

NAME 
 

SCHEDULED 
HOURS 

BREAKS LUNCH TASKS 

 
 

   GET NEW MERCHANDISE FROM 
RECEIVING 

 
 

   GET HANGERS FROM BASEMENT 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   TAKE DOWN TRANSFERS 

 
 

   RETURN MERCHANDISE ON HOLD 

 
 

   TAKE HANGERS TO BASEMENT  

 
 

   CLEAN DRESSING ROOMS 

 
 

   CLOSE REGISTERS 
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Cultural Learning Activity #2 – Problem Solving 
 
Introduction:   
In the following activity, participants will be presented with a number of different 
reasons why people may not be able to come to work on time.  The idea of the activity 
is to brainstorm solutions and solve the problems. 
 
Materials: 
• Problem cards  
• 3x5 note cards 
• Poster board or large sheets of butcher paper. 
 
Time: 
30-45 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Start by asking the group if anyone has ever been late for work. 
2. List a couple reasons why on the board. 
3. Ask the class to suggest ways this could have been avoided.  List solutions next to 

the reason on the board. 
4. Split the class into groups of three. 
5. Ask each group to pick 1-3 problem cards and two blank cards. 
6. For each note card, have the group come up with another reason people are late to 

work. 
7. Now, ask the group to come up with a list of solutions to the problem. 
8. List problems and solutions on butcher paper and hang around the room. 
9. Have each group present their problems and solutions to the class. 
 
Example: (problem card) 
 
      Solutions:  (on butcher paper) 

. 
 
 

My car wouldn't start. 
My Car wouldn’t start 

 
• Take the bus 
• Call a co-worker who lives near you 
• Walk to work 
• Call a cab 
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The police had the 
street blocked off. 

 

 
The bus didn't come. 

 
The car wouldn't start.

 

 
The bus was late. 

 
 

 
We didn't have any 

water. 
 

 
I had to wait for my 

clothes to dry. 
 

 
The baby got sick on 

my uniform. 
 

 
My uniform was dirty.

 
We didn't have any 

electricity 

 
The alarm didn't go 

off. 
 

 
The clock broke. 

 

 
I forgot about daylight 

savings time. 
 

 
I ran out of gas. 

 

 
I got a flat tire. 
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There was a traffic 

jam. 
 

 
I thought it was a 

different day. 
 
 

 
I thought I was off 

today. 
 

 
I spilled my coffee all 

over my clothes. 
 

 
I couldn't find my 

keys. 
 

 
It snowed last night 
and I have to dig my 

car out. 
 

 
The dog got out and I 

had to find her. 
 

 
The babysitter was 

late. 
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Cultural Learning Activity #3 – Role-play 
 
Introduction: 
In these role-play scenarios, students are faced with a number of situations in which 
they will have to ask for some sort of schedule change or report an absence or late 
arrival. 
 
Materials: 
• Role-play cards 
 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Put students in pairs. 
2. Have each pair chose a card. 
3. Give the groups time to come up with a short role-play of the  situation they have 

chosen. 
4. Have each group role-play their scenario in front of the group. 
5. Repeat process with extra cards. 
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Call your boss and tell 
him/her you are going to be 
a few minutes late.  There is 
a terrible accident at the end 
of your street and you can't 
get out. 
 

 
 
Call your boss and tell 
him/her you are sick and 
can't come to work. 

 
 
Ask your boss if you can 
change your schedule next 
Tuesday.  You have a 
doctor's appointment. 

 
Your co-worker comes in 
10 minutes late every day 
and it puts you behind 
schedule.  Talk to your co-
worker about this situation 
and try to resolve the 
problem. 
 

 
You want to take an 
extended vacation to go back 
home to your country.  You 
have a family member who is 
ill.  Ask your boss if this is 
something you can do at 
your company.   
 

 
 
Ask your boss if you can 
leave early.  You aren't 
feeling well and got sick 
after lunch. 

 
Ask your boss if you can 
leave early.  Your child was 
sent home sick from school 
and your baby sitter has the 
flu.  
 
 

 
Ask your boss if you can 
have the day off.  You have 
an appointment with 
immigration for your 
citizenship test. 
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Cultural Learning Activity #4 – Is this really okay? 
 
Introduction: 
This activity presents several reasons why an employee may call in or ask for time off.  
Participants will work in groups and decide whether or not these situations are or are 
not acceptable. 
 
Materials: 
• Is this really okay? handout 
 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Have participants work in pairs or on their own. 
2. Ask participants to read each situations and decide if it is okay or not. 
3. Circulate and offer assistance with vocabulary. 
4. Once the group has finished the worksheet, tally responses on the board. 
5. As a follow-up activity, have students discuss which of these may be okay in their 

own countries.  Discuss the differences / similarities between participants native 
countries and the Untied States. 
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Directions:  
 Decide if the following situations are acceptable or not.  Circle "Yes" or "No" 
 
1. The Mariners are in the playoffs.  Only 200 tickets will be 

sold.  You want to go stand in line and buy tickets so you 
call your boss and tell him/her you are going to be a few 
minutes late. 

 

 
 

YES       NO 

2. The busses are running late because it snowed last night.  
You call your boss and tell him/her that you are going to 
be about 20 minutes late.   

 

 
YES       NO 

 

3. You want to take a personal vacation day because your 
child is going to have surgery.  You ask one month in 
advance. 

 

 
 

YES       NO 

4. You want to leave early today because your Aunt is 
coming in from New York.  You want to meet her at the 
airport.  You have been planning this for 3 months.  

 

 
 

YES       NO 

5. You call in sick because you are tired and want to get 
some sleep. 

 

 
YES       NO 

6. You want to change your schedule because you have a 
second job.  You want to come to work ½ hour earlier 
and leave ½ hour earlier.  The bus comes before you are 
off work and it makes it difficult to get to your 2nd job on 
time.  You will start your new job tomorrow. 

 

 
 

YES       NO 

7. Your parents are coming to visit from your country.  You 
know that there isn't much work this week and your 
absence won't cause any problems.  So, you call in sick 
for three days. 

 

 
 

YES       NO 
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Expansion and Assessment 
 
Labor Laws 
Ask participants to go to work and look for the posted labor laws.  Ask them to read 
what the laws are on breaks and schedules and bring the information back to class. 
 
Company Policies 
Have participants ask their supervisors about the company vacation requests, 
scheduling, and break policies.  Report information back to the class. 
 
Giving Good Reasons 
Ask participants to list three good reasons for calling in late or sick. 
 
Role-plays 
Give participants situations to role-play that center around the issue of calling in sick or 
late for work. 
 
True/False Checklist 
Make a true/false checklist from the information presented in:  General Practices" 
 
Additional Resources 
 
American Ways   by:  Gary Althen 
Chapter 1 "American Values and Assumptions" 
pp. 10-12 Future Change and Progress 
pp. 14-15 Time 
 
Living in the USA   by:  Alison R. Lanier 
Chapter 5 "Business Attitudes and Practices" 
p. 46 – Time 
 
Chapter 6 "Life in the Office" 
p. 58 – Coffee Breaks
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Notes: 
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Chapter 11 – Comments 
Activity Things that worked Things that didn't work Changes for next time Student progress and other comments 

Setting the 
stage 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
comparison 

  
 
 

  

General 
Practices 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Critical 
Incident 

 
 

 
 
 

  

New Language 
and Vocabulary 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #1 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #1 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #3 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #4 

  
 
 

  

Extension and 
Assessment 
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Chapter 12 - Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations 
 
 
 
Objectives:  
 
• Describe common rules and regulations in the U.S. workplace and identify their purpose. 
• Compare and contrast safety guidelines in the U.S. workplace to those in other countries. 
• Give and respond to warnings. 
• Report incidents and accidents on the job as required by US workplace regulations. 
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Setting the Stage 
 
Introduction: 
In the United States, employers are required by law to follow and enforce strict 
guidelines to ensure a safe and hazard-free workplace.  Employees have certain safety 
rights and responsibilities and therefore must follow many rules and regulations 
regarding workplace safety.  In other countries, these rules and regulations may not be 
as strict as in the United States.  Employees coming from such countries may have a 
difficult time understanding the cumbersome regulations enforced in the U.S. 
workplace.  The following activity helps participants begin to investigate individual 
feelings and attitudes toward the safety regulations in the U.S. workplace as well as 
brainstorm reasons they feel these regulations may have been put into effect. 
 
Materials: 
• White board or butcher paper to record participant comments. 
 
Time: 
15-20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Write the words "safety" and "regulations" 
2. Follow questions to lead discussion. 
 
 
Questions to lead discussion 
1. What are some of the safety rules and regulations in your workplace or a place 

where you have worked before in the United States?  List student response on the 
board 

2. Why do you think these rules have been enforced?  List reasons. 
3. How do you feel about the safety rules and regulations in the workplace? 
4. Who makes the rules in your workplace?  
5. Who enforces the rules? 
6. Why are there so many regulations in the United States?  List reasons on butcher 

paper to hang on the wall. 
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Cross-cultural Comparison 
 
Introduction: 
Now that the participants have begun thinking about their feelings toward rules and 
regulations in the workplace, they can identify how safety concerns in the U.S. 
workplace may differ from the workplace in other countries. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of questionnaire 
• Overhead transparency of the questionnaire 
 
Time: 
20-30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Give each participant a copy of the questionnaire. 
2. Allow 5-10 minutes for participants to answer the questions according to the 

workplace in their native countries.  Circulate around the room and answer any 
vocabulary questions. 

3. On the overhead transparency, tally "yes" and "no" responses to each question. 
 

Questions for discussion 
1. Where you surprised at the rules and regulations when you first began working in 

the United States? 
2. Did you follow all the rules? 
3. Have you ever been disciplined or talked to for not following safety procedures in 

the workplace? What happened? 
4. Why do you think the US is so strict about safety on the job?  
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WWhhaatt  aarree  yyoouurr  rruulleess  iinn  yyoouurr  ccoouunnttrryy??  
  
 

Safety Statement YES NO 
 
If a worker gets hurt on the job, does that worker get financial 
compensation for the injury? 
 

  

 
If a worker gets hurt on the job, does the employer have to pay for 
the medical expenses? 
 

  

 
If there is an accident at work, do you have to fill out a form that 
explains what happened? 
 

  

 
Are there national safety laws that every workplace has to follow? 
 

  

 
Are safety laws enforced? 
 

  

 
Does an employer get in trouble if he/she doesn't provide a safe 
workplace for the employees? 
 

  

 
Do employers have to post safety rules in the workplace? 
 

  

 
Do you have a national organization that is in charge of monitoring the 
safety of all workplaces? 
 

  

 
If someone has a major injury at work, is there an investigation? 
 

  

 
If you feel you are working in an unsafe environment, is there a place 
where you can file a complaint? 
 

  

 
Can a person be fired for not following safety rules? 
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General Practices in the United States 
 
Common "American" Behaviors 
 
• Workplace safety is a number one issue in the United States.  Employers and employees 

must follow strict safety laws established by the government. 
 
• The United States has an agency called OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration).  The mission of this agency is to save lives, prevent injuries and protect the 
health of America's workers.  OSHA employs approximately 2,100 people.  These people 
work to make sure employers and employees are following strict safety standards. 

 
• According to the OSHA guidelines, an employer is responsible for the safety of the 

employee.  She/he must train all employees and provide a safe working environment and 
can be held accountable for work-related accidents and injuries. 

 
• According to the OSHA guidelines, an employee is responsible for following all rules and 

regulations and can be held accountable for work-related accidents and injuries. 
 
• If an employee feels they are working in an unsafe working environment and the employer 

is not following OSHA guidelines, he or she can file a complaint with OSHA. 
 
• If an accident happens in the workplace, it is standard procedure to complete an accident 

report form.  If the accident is severe, there may even be an investigation. 
 
• In the U.S. workplace, you will see a lot of safety signs.  Many of these signs are required 

by law and must be posted so all employees can see them. 
 
• Some companies have safety committees.  The people on these committees might review 

safety issues in the workplace, report unsafe working conditions, and or plan safety 
meetings and training opportunities for the other employees. 

 
• Many companies have mandatory safety training.  This may be a condition for employment. 
 
• Many companies post safety procedures, rules and regulations around the workplace.  If 

there is a rule posted in the workplace, you can assume it must be followed.  Employees 
can be fired for not following proper safety guidelines.  Employees not following workplace 
safety regulations will usually receive a warning before such action is taken. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources: 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration - OSHA Web site  - www.osha.gov 
 

Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use – General Practices (3.12)
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Critical Incident 
 
Introduction 
In the following critical incident, an employee fails to report a work-related accident.  As 
a result, problems incurred after the fact may not be covered by the workplace 
insurance policy or a workers compensation claim. 
 
Materials: 
• Copy of critical incident and discussion questions 
• Copy of vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Tell participants you are about to read a hypothetical situation (critical incident) in 

a workplace in the United States. 
2. Go over any vocabulary that may cause trouble before you read the critical 

incident. (see suggested list) 
3. Read critical incident while participants follow along. 
4. Check for comprehension.  
5. Review questions for discussion. 
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New Vocabulary 
 
poked   mentioned  incident  Hepatitis B  on file 
 
 
 
Critical Incident: 
 
Three years ago, Jim worked at a hospital.  One day, he was taking out the trash, he 
was being careless and poked himself with a needle.  It was just a small poke so he 
didn't think he needed to report it to the supervisor.  He was afraid he would get in 
trouble because he wasn't being careful. 
 
Two years later, Jim had a blood test.  The test came back positive for Hepatitis B.  Jim 
suspected that he got it from his previous job.  So, he went back to his old job to tell 
the supervisor what had happened the day he took out the trash.  Unfortunately it was 
too late.  Jim couldn't prove that this was a work-related incident because there was no 
report on file. 
 
 
Questions for Discussion: 
1. What happened? 
2. Why do you think Jim's co-worker told Karen? 
3. Why didn't Jim tell Karen? 
4. What should Jim have done differently? 
5. Could his supervisors have done anything to prevent this type of situation from 

happening? 
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New Language and Vocabulary 

 
Safety Committee 

safety policies 

safety procedures 

hazard 

hazardous material 

safe handling 

ergonomics 

first aid 

warning label 

artificial respiration 

Poison Control Center 

ventilation  

flammable 

toxic 

vapors 

fumes 

irritant 

 
Safety and First Aid Procedures 
 
Induce vomiting. 

Flush with water. 

Rinse immediately. 

Seek medical attention if condition persists. 

Keep area well ventilated. 

Avoid contact with eyes or skin. 

Do not inhale. 

Do not ingest. 
 
 
 
Types of Injuries 

 
Ache 

blurred vision 

eye strain 

fatigue 

fracture 

migraine 

nausea 

numbness 

puncture 

shock 

slip 

sprain 

strain 

stress 

tightness 

tingle 

trip 

twist 

wound 

 
Acronyms 
 
OSHA – Occupation Safety and Health 
Administration 
 
MSDS – Material Safety Data Sheet 
 
PPE – Personal Protective Equipment 
 
CPR – Cardio-pulmonary Resuscitation  
 
Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use – New 
Language and Vocabulary (3.12) 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #1 – Safe Food Handling 
 

Introduction: 
In the following dialog, a worker fails to report unsafe practices in an industrial kitchen.  He is 
afraid that reporting the incident will get him in trouble.  As a result, some food prepared in the 
kitchen is contaminated and some customers get sick. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Vocabulary  
 
exposed  cooler   thawed  menu          spoiled 
 
throw away  preserve 
 
Dialog Setting: 
Chea and Daniel work at a restaurant downtown.  The restaurant served a lot of 
hamburgers at lunchtime.  Chea notices that the freezer wasn't closed and the meat was 
left exposed to room temperature all night.  The following conversation takes place between 
Chea and a coworker, Daniel. 
 
Chea: Look Daniel.  The cooler wasn't closed last night.  All the meat has thawed.  What 
are we going to do?  We can't use this meat.  It might not be good. 
 
Daniel: Oh no.  The lunch rush is just about to start.  We can't take hamburgers off 
the menu today.  That's practically all we sell at lunchtime. 
 
Chea:  I don't think we should use the meat.  It might be spoiled. 
 
Daniel: Well, the manager will be upset if we throw away all this meat.  I’m sure it 
was cool enough in the kitchen last night to preserve the meat.  It was pretty cold last night 
and we don't keep the heat on after closing.  Besides, I don't want the night cook to get in 
trouble for not properly closing the freezer.  He could get fired. 

 
Questions for discussion: 

1. What happened? 
2. Do you think it was okay to serve the meat? 
3. What do you think would have happened if they threw away the meat? 
4. What do you think Chea and Daniel should have done? 
5. What would you do if you were the manager and they threw away the meat? 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #2 – Chemical Spills 
 
 
Introduction: 
In the following dialog, two employees are discussing what to do with some 
chemicals that have spilled on the floor.  They don't really understand the MSDS and 
are hesitant to ask.  So they decide to clean the spill the best way they know how. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Vocabulary 
 
linens  solution  ammonia  label  MSDS 
 
 
Dialog Setting: 
Liliya and Huyen work at a hospital in the laundry department.  They are delivering  
clean linens on the fifth floor.  Liliya accidentally knocks over a bottle in one of the rooms.  She 
isn't sure what the solution is, but the bottle has a label.   
The following conversation is between Huyen and Liliya. 
 
Huyen: Liliya, look out.  There's a bottle behind you. 
 
Liliya: Oh no, I think I spilled it.  What do you think it is? 
 
Huyen: I don't know but it smells like ammonia or something.  What does the label say? 
 
Liliya: I don't understand it.   
 
Huyen: Do you think there is some information on an MSDS? 
 
Liliya: I know I should, but I don't understand the MSDS very well.  I don't really want to 
ask the supervisor to explain it. 
 
Huyen: Okay.  Can you hand me a towel?  I'll clean it up with some soap and water. 
 
Huyen: Are you sure?  We don't know what it is.  That could be dangerous. 
 
Liliya: I think if we use lots of soap and hot water, it should be okay.   
 
Huyen: Here, put on these gloves.  You don't want it touch your skin if you don't know 
what it is. 
 
Liliya: That's a good idea. 
 
 
Questions for Discussion: 
1. What happened? 
2. Do you think Liliya and Huyen did the right thing?  Why or why not? 
3. What could they have done differently? 
4. What would you do if you didn't understand the label on a bottle? 
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Cultural Learning Activity #1 - Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 
 
Introduction: 
In this activity, participants will make a list of the safety equipment they use or have used on 
the job.  The idea is to brainstorm reasons for the safety equipment and identify potential 
hazards that can be avoided if the correct PPE is used.  
 
Materials: 
• Handout 
• Poster paper 
• Marking Pens 
 
Time: 
30-45 minutes 
 
Procedure: 

1. Give each participant a copy of the handout. 
2. Ask participants what kind of safety equipment or PPE they have used on the job, or seen 

used on the job.  Each participant can list his or her items on the worksheet. 
3. Make a list on the board. 
4. Now ask the group to brainstorm reasons for this type of equipment. 
5. Each participant chooses one piece of equipment they have listed to share with the 

group. 
6. They can draw a picture or just explain the equipment and tell the group why they use 

that item for safety. 
7. As an extension, participants can bring an item to class and explain how and why the 

item is used. 
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Safety Equipment 

 

Type of 
equipment or 

clothing 

Purpose 

1.  
 
 

 

 

2.  
 
 
 

 

3.  
 
 
 

 

4.  
 
 
 

 

5.  
 
 
 

 

6.  
 
 
 

 

7.  
 
 
 

 

8.  
 
 
 

 

9.  
 
 
 

 

10.  
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Cultural Learning Activity #2 - Safety Hazards 
 

Introduction: 
In the following activity, participants will look at several hazardous workplace scenarios.  The 
goal is to brainstorm possible workplace incidents and ways of preventing that particular 
incident from happening. 
 
Materials: 
• Scenario cards 
• Poster paper and marking pens 
 
Time: 
30 – 45 minutes 
 
Procedure: 

1. Ask participants to get into groups of two or three. 
2. Give each group a piece of poster paper. 
3. Put the scenario cards in a basket. 
4. Have each group pull out a scenario.  
5. For each scenario, the participants list the possible hazards that exist. 
6. On the other side of the poster paper, participants list possible precautions the person 

could take to avoid the hazards. 
7. Do one example with the class before the participants attempt one alone. 
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At noon, you mop the dining room floor.  
You must mop after every meal.  
Several people walk through the dining 
room at all times of the day.  You use a 
heavy bleach solution. 
 

You are a social service worker.  Part 
of your job is transporting clients in 
your car. You take them to doctor's 
appointments, shopping, and to other 
appointments.  

You cook over a hot grill.  Some of the 
food is very greasy.  Sometimes the 
grease splatters.  

You work in a warehouse.  You use a 
forklift to transport heavy boxes from 
the trucks to the shelves in the 
warehouse.  There are 15 people who 
work in the warehouse. 
 

You unload heavy boxes from trucks 
into the warehouse.    
 
 
 
 

You work at a desk.  You use your 
computer 5–7 hours a day. 
 

You unload and load washing machines.
   
 
 
 
 

You work at a construction site.  You 
use power tools, saws, and heavy 
equipment.   

You work in a hospital.  You deliver 
equipment and medical instruments to 
the operating rooms. 
 
 
 

You use chemicals to clean and 
sanitize apartments after tenants have 
moved out. 

You clean new homes after the 
construction crews have finished the 
work. 
 

You work in a plastic factory.  It is 
very hot and there are many 
chemicals in the air. 
 
 
 

You work as a tailor.  You make custom 
clothing such as suits, dresses, and 
wedding gowns. 
 
 

You are a car sales person.  You work 
on a car lot and spend a lot of time 
outside talking to customers. 
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You are a real estate agent.  You travel 
around the city, show people homes 
and also do some office work on the 
computer. 

You are a social worker.  You do 
home-visits every week.  Sometimes 
you don't know the families you will 
visit. 
 
 
 

You are a CNA at a hospital.  You work 
with elderly patients.  You help them 
get out of bed, shower, dress, and use 
the bathroom.  You also help them with 
exercises and transport them to the 
dining room. 

You are a cabinetmaker.  You work in 
a warehouse.  There is a lot of 
sawdust and you work around saws 
and other power tools. 

 
You work in a pharmacy.  You are a 
pharmacy assistant.  You help fill 
prescriptions and assist customers. 

You are a taxi driver.  You work in 
downtown Seattle.  You usually work 
nights. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use – Cultural Learning Activity #2 (3.12)
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Cultural Learning Activity #3 - Warnings 
 

Introduction: 
In the following activity, participants will investigate and practice common workplace warnings 

and commands.  To the native speaker, these words and phrases are second nature, but, to the 
non-native speaker, some of these terms may seem strange and unusual. 
 
Materials: 
• Handout - What do you say? 
 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Review the following words and phrases with the participants. 
 
• ON THE RIGHT 
• DUCK! 
• ON THE LEFT 
• HOLD ON / HOLD IT 
• COMING THROUGH 
• HEADS UP! 
• BE CAREFUL 
• LOOK OUT!  
• BEHIND YOU 
 
2. Ask participants to give examples of situations in which they might use each phrase. 
3. Pass out the handout. 
4. Ask participants to work in pairs and connect each situation to a warning. 
5. As a follow-up activity, have participants role-play the scenarios and make up new 

scenarios that require warnings. 
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What do you say? 

1. _____ You are lifting a heavy box with a co-worker.   
He starts lifting and you aren't ready.   
What do you say? 
 

        a.   On the right. 

2. _____ The door is opening fast and you see a co-worker  
standing behind it.  He is about to get hit by  
the door.  What do you say? 
 

        b.  Duck! 

3. _____ A book is about to fall off the shelf and hit a  
co-worker on the head.  What do you say? 
 
 

        c.  On the left. 

4. _____ You are opening the swinging door and walking  
through to the next room. You don't know if  
anyone is on the other side.  What do you say? 
 

        d.  Hold on/Hold it. 

5. _____ You are holding a hot pan and passing behind a  
person working at the sink.  What do you say? 
 

        e.  Coming through. 

6. _____ You are walking behind a nurse in the hall.  You are 
pushing a large cart and want to pass her on the  
right side.  What do you say? 
 

        f.  Heads up! 

7. _____ You see a person walking through a short doorway.  
are about to hit their head because they are too  
tall.  What do you say? 
 

        g.  Be careful. 

8.______ You are cleaning up some broken glass on  
the floor.  You don't know if you got it all.   
Someone walks in the room.  What do you say? 
 

        h.  Look out! 

9. _____ You are walking quickly because a patient needs  
help.  You are walking by another employee on the 
left hand side.  What do you say? 
 

        i.  Behind you. 
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Cultural Learning Activity #4 - Accident Report Forms 
 

Introduction 
Accident reports can be a cumbersome but important part of safety in the workplace.  Some 
workers may not understand the importance of completing an accident report or may not 
understand how to complete the form.  This activity gives an example of an accident report and 
gives the participants practice completing an actual report for a hypothetical workplace 
situation. 
 
Materials: 

• Description of a workplace accident 
• Blank accident report form 
• Overhead transparency of the blank accident report 
• Overhead projector 

 
Time: 
30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
Part one 

1. Give each participant a copy of the accident report and the directions for completing the report. 
2. Allow the participants time to read through the directions and the report. 
3. Clarify any problems with vocabulary. 

 
Part two 

1. Hand out the description of the workplace accident. 
2. If you have an artist in the group, have a volunteer come up to the board and draw a picture of 

the accident. 
3. Ask participants to read the accident description silently. 
4. Read the accident aloud and clarify any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
5. Talk about the accident (e.g. what precautions should have been taken, what safety rules may 

have been broken, etc.). 
6. Hand out a blank accident report and incident #1. 
7. Individually or in pairs, have participants complete the accident report. 
8. Put the overhead up and ask for volunteers to come up and complete various sections of the 

report. 
9. Have participants check each others work. 

10. Repeat process with incident #2 but have students work alone. 
 
Questions for Discussion: 

1. How soon should you complete an accident report after the accident happens? 
2. Do you think it is always necessary to complete an accident report?  Why or why not? 
3. What could happen if you don't complete an accident report? 
4. Have you ever completed an accident report form?  Why? 
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Workplace Accident Narratives 
 
#1 - Hanging Christmas Lights 
 
Tulsi is a maintenance technician.  He has worked at the company for six months.  On 
December 1, 2000 Tulsi was hanging Christmas lights in the lunchroom.  He was standing on a 
ladder at the back window.  Another employee bumped the ladder and Tulsi fell from the fourth 
step on the ladder.  Chong Kim saw the accident and reported it to the supervisor. 
 
Tulsi's supervisor asked him to see a doctor at the health center to make sure he was okay.  
Tulsi doesn't have health insurance but the company paid for the visit.  The Doctor's name was 
Dr. Elizabeth Mendoza.  Her office is located at 3563 SW Elm Street, Tacoma, WA  98406. 
 
The doctor said Tulsi had a slight concussion because he bumped his head on the cement floor.  
He also bruised his elbow and had a small cut on his forearm.  The injury was minor and Tulsi 
didn't have to stay in the hospital.  However, he did go home for the rest of the day and he also 
took the next two days off. 
 
Sarah Anderson is Tulsi's supervisor.  After the meeting, Sarah called a department meeting to 
talk about ways to prevent hazards like this in the workplace.  The department decided that 
when employees are using a ladder, they should have another employee hold the ladder.   
 
#2 - Dangerous Fumes 
 
Jarunee Smith is an office assistant.  She has worked at the company for two years.  On 
November 15, Jarunee was working in her office on the computer.  She started feeling dizzy and 
developed a horrible headache.  She told her supervisor, Sandra Chung.  Sandra decided to call 
maintenance to see if there was something in the air that may have caused Jarunee to feel this 
way.  They found some cleaning chemicals in the closet that had been left open.  The fumes 
were very strong.  According to the MSDS, these fumes often cause dizziness, headache or 
nausea.   
 
Jarunee has health insurance so she went to St. Joseph Hospital to make sure every thing was 
okay.  She saw Dr. Lee.  He said that she would probably feel better the next day and that she 
hadn't suffered any damage to the respiratory system, only minor irritation.  
 
She missed five hours of work that day but was able to come back to work the next day. 
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Accidental Injury or Occupational Illness Report 
INJURED OR ILL PERSON 

NAME(Last, First, Middle Initial) AGE SEX 

 MALE   

 FEMALE 

SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER 

CLASSIFICATION 

 Student   Employee  

 Visitor 
ADDRESS DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM TITLE OR STATUS LENGTH OF 

EMPLOYMENT 

CITY, STATE, ZIP DATE and TIME of accident or initial diagnosis of occupational illness 

  A.M.   P.M.   

HEALTH 
INSURANCE 

  Yes    No 

 
ACCIDENT OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS 

EXACT LOCATION OF ACCIDENT OR EXPOSURE NAME OF SUPERVISOR/BUILDING ADMINISTRATOR 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE 

ACTION TO PREVENT SIMILAR ACCIDENTS OR EXPOSURES 
(Indicate if taken or recommended) 
 
 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENT OR EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS 
(What was the victim doing when injured?  How did the accident or exposure occur?  
Name object or substance which injured victim.  Use second sheet if necessary.) 

WITNESS (Name & Address) 
 
 

INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS 
NATURE OF INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS 

 Amputation 

 Bruise, contusion 

 Burn, scald 

 Concussion 

 Cuts, open wounds 

 Skin disease disorders 

 Dislocation 

 Exposure, frostbite 

 Fracture 

 Foreign body 

 Heat exhaustion, sunstroke 

 Dust diseases of lungs 

 Respiratory conditions due to toxic agent 

 Internal injuries 

 Poisoning, systemic effects of toxic material 

 Disorders caused by non-toxic materials 

 Disorders due to repeated trauma 

 Shock, electrical 

 Shock, fainting 

 Sprains, strains 

 Suffocation, 
drowning, strangulation 

 Rupture, hernia 

 Other, specify 

PART OF BODY INJURED OR AFFECTED (Indicate right or left) 
 Head 

 Skull, scalp 

 Eye 

 Nose 

 Mouth 

 Jaw 

 Neck 

 Spine 

 Chest 

 Abdomen 

 Back 

 Pelvis 

 Shoulder 

 Upper arm 

 Elbow 

 Forearm 

 Wrist 

 Hand 

 Finger 

 Hip 

 Thigh 

 Knee 

 Lower leg 

 Other, specify 
 

 Ankle 

 Foot 

 Toe 

 Circulatory 

 Digestive 

 Excretory 

 
Muscoloskeletal 

 Nervous 

 Respiratory 

 Reproductive 

 Multiple body 

TREATMENT 
ESTIMATE OF SEVERITY EMERGENCY CARE 

 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF 
PHYSICIAN 

 
Minor  Fatal, specify time of death 

 
Serious _______________  

 
Critical 

 

 First Aid 

 Private 
Physician 

 Health 
Center 

 Hospital, specify 
 
________________  

 

NUMBER OF DAYS TIME LOSS DATES OF TIME LOSS 

THIS REPORT 
PREPARED BY__________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________ ____________________
TITLE OR STATUS DATE 

DEPARTMENT__________________________________________________ 
SUPERVISOR 
SIGNATURE______________________________________________

 OCCUPATIONAL INJURY    OCCUPATIONAL ILLESS 

 
RISK 
MANAGER_______________________________________________
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ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS REPORT 

(PREPARE THIS REPORT FOR ANY INJURY WHICH MAY REQUIRE FIRST AID OR MEDICAL 
TREATMENT) 
 
 
ACCIDENTS 
 
1. All accidents, injuries or claims of occupational illness should be reported to your supervisor immediately. 
 
2. A report should be completed for each occurrence. 
 

The report should be sent to your supervisor, who will forward it to his/her supervisor, and forward to the Risk 
Manager 

 
3. If the accident or injury requires medical attention or emergency assistance, the Risk Manager should be 

notified immediately. 
 
 
EMPLOYEE ACCIDENTS 
 
1. All accidents, injuries or claims of occupational illness should be reported to your supervisor immediately. 
 
2. A report should be completed for each occurrence. 
 
Upon completion, this report should be sent to your immediate supervisor, who will forward it to the Risk Manager. 
 
3. If the accident or injury required medical attention or emergency assistance, the Risk Manager should be 

notified immediately. 
 
4. If an employee requires medical attention, he/she should request a Washington State Labor and Industries 

Industrial Accident form from the attending physician: 
 

a. The employee will complete the necessary information on the employee's section of the form and leave the 
form with the physician. 

 
b. The physician will complete his/her section of the form and forward to the Risk Manager. 
 
c. The Risk Manager will complete the employer's portion of the form and forward to the State Industrial 

Insurance Office for processing. 
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Expansion and Assessment Activities 
 
 

Safety Signs 
Have participants wander around the workplace for 20 minutes with a partner and write down all the 
safety signs they can come up with.  Back in class, have each group describe the sign, location, and the 
purpose of the sign.  You can also have each participant make a safety sign for his or her department 
and present it to the class. 
 

OSHA Responsibilities – True/False competition 
Review OSHA Employer and Employee responsibilities (see handout).  Ask participants to check which 
responsibilities they feel they meet.  Then, have them check the responsibilities they think the employer 
meets.  Make a true/false quiz that covers the information about the responsibilities.  Cut up each 
true/false statements and put in a can.  Put the class into two groups.  Have one member from each 
group pull a statement and decide if it is true or false.  Each correct response gets a point.  The team 
with the most correct responses when the can is empty wins. 
 

OSHA Poster 
Have participants find out if the workplace has an OSHA poster.  Find it and report back to the class with 
the information contained in the poster. 

 
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) 
Have employees look at an MSDS from the workplace.  Discuss the importance of an MSDS, how to read 
one, and the type of information contained in a MSDS.  The following is a great resource for more 
information on Material Safety Data Sheets. 
 

ESL for Job Success - Key Vocabulary for a Safe Workplace  by: Harry Ringel 
New Readers Press 
page 82-84 

 

OSHA web site 
• Have participants look up the OSHA web site (www.osha.org).  Ask them to choose a link, read the 

information and bring back a report the next day on the information they got from the web site. 
• Have participants complete a pretend "Notice of Alleged Safety or Health Hazard" report from the 

OSHA web site. 
 

Demonstrations 
Discuss proper body mechanics for lifting. 
Put an empty box in the front of the room and have participants demonstrate proper lifting techniques. 
 

Company Policies 
If teaching in the workplace, get a copy of the company safety policies. 
Give several scenarios, some violations, and some not. 
Have participants read the policies and decide if the situation is a violation or not. 
 
Additional Resources: 
ESL for Job Success - Key Vocabulary for a Safe Workplace  by: Harry Ringel 
New Readers Press 
page 82-84 
 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration - OSHA web site – www.osha.gov 
 

http://www.osha.org/
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Employee Responsibilities 
 
Although OSHA does not cite employees for violations for their 
responsibilities, each employee "shall comply with all occupational safety 
and health standards and all rules, regulations, and orders issued under the 
Act" that are applicable.  Employee responsibilities and rights in states with 
their own occupational safety and health programs are generally the same as 
for workers in states covered by Federal OSHA.  An employee should do the 
following: 
 

 Read the OSHA Poster at the job site. 
 Comply with all applicable OSHA standards. 
 Follow all lawful employer safety and health rules and regulations, and wear or use 

prescribed protective equipment while working. 
 Report hazardous conditions to the supervisor. 
 Report any job-related injury or illness to the employer, and seek treatment 

properly. 
 Cooperate with the OSHA compliance officer conducting an inspection if he or she 

inquires about safety and health conditions in the workplace. 
 Exercise rights under the Act in a responsible manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source:   
OSHA – Occupation Safety & Health Administration US Department of Labor  
www.osha.gov 
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Employer Responsibilities  
 
Employers have certain responsibilities under the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970. The following list is a summary of the most important 
ones  
 

 Provide a workplace free from recognized hazards and comply with standards, rules 
and regulations issued under the OSHA Act.  

 Examine workplace conditions to make sure they conform to applicable OSHA 
standards.  

 Minimize or reduce hazards.  
 Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment and properly maintain 

this equipment.  
 Use color codes, posters, labels or signs to warn employees of potential hazards.  
 Establish or update operating procedures and communicate them so that employees 

follow safety and health requirements.  
 Provide medical examinations and training when required by OSHA standards.  
 Report to the nearest OSHA office within 8 hours any fatal accident or one that 

results in the hospitalization of three or more employees.  
 Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses, and post a copy of the totals 

from the last page of the OSHA 200 Log during the entire month of February each 
year, if the employer has 11 or more employees.  

 Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (or the state-
plan equivalent) informing employees of their rights and responsibilities.  

 Provide employees, former employees and their representatives access to the Log 
and Summary of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses (OSHA Form 200) at a 
reasonable time and in a reasonable manner.  

 Provide access to employee medical records and exposure records to employees or 
their authorized representatives.  

 Provide to the OSHA compliance officer the names of authorized employee 
representatives who may be asked to accompany the compliance officer during an 
inspection.  

 Do not discriminate against employees who exercise their rights under the Act.  
 Post OSHA citations at or near the work area involved.  Each citation must remain 

posted until the violation has been corrected, or for three working days, whichever 
is longer.  Post abatement verification documents or tags.  

 Correct cited violations by the deadline set in the OSHA citation and submit required 
abatement verification documentation. 

 
Source:   
OSHA – Occupation Safety & Health Administration US Department of Labor  
www.osha.gov 
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Notes:
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Chapter 12 – Comments 
Activity Things that worked Things that didn't work Changes for next time Student progress and other comments 

Setting the 
stage 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
comparison 

  
 
 

  

General 
Practices 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Critical 
Incident 

 
 

 
 
 

  

New Language 
and Vocabulary 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #1 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #1 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #3 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #4 

  
 
 

  

Extension and 
Assessment 
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Chapter 13 - Cross Training and Transferable Skills 
 
 
 
Objectives:  
 
• Explore and discuss the value of skill diversity and cross training in the U.S. workplace and list the 

benefits of transferring skills on the job. 
• Identify career opportunities in various organizations and the need for continuous training and skill 

development. 
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Setting the Stage  
 
Introduction:   
The concept of transferable skills and cross training may be a very foreign concept to 
some immigrants and refugees.  In the United States, it is common for an individual to 
use current skills to help them obtain a very different job that requires some of the 
skills they used in a previous position.  This is not always the case in other countries.  It 
is not all that uncommon for an individual to work in the same position for his or her 
entire life.  In fact, a person in this position will have gained great respect and honor in 
some countries.  This activity is designed to introduce participants to the “very 
American” concept of transferable skills and professional advancement. 
 
Materials: 
Handout – job descriptions (or you can do this on the overhead projector with a 
transparency) 

Note:  If you are teaching in the workplace, ask Human Resources for copies of 
job descriptions and use actual jobs the participants know. 

 
Time: 
15 – 20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 

1. Give each participant a copy of the handout or put the transparency on the 
overhead. 

2. Ask participants to read the job descriptions silently. 
3. Circulate around the room and clarify any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Now ask the group to circle the skills/requirements that they feel are similar or the 

same. If using the overhead, elicit response from the group and/or ask individuals to 
come up and circle those that are similar. 

 
Questions for discussion: 
1. Do you think these jobs are similar?  Why or why not? 
2. Do you think a person who does job #1 could do job #2? 
3. If a person with job #1 applied for job #2, do you think they would get it? 
4. How could the person in job #1 acquire the skills necessary to get job #2? 
5. What are transferable skills?  Do you think transferable skills are important in U.S. 

workplace?  Why or why not? 
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Cross-cultural Comparison 

 
Introduction 
In this activity, participants complete a checklist that will help identify similarities and 
differences in how an individual views his or her life career path.  As you will see, in 
some ways this view may be culturally constructed. 
 
Materials: 
• Checklist 
• Butcher paper or white board. 
 
Time: 
20 minutes 
 
Process: 
1. Give each participant a checklist. 
2. Have each participant read through the items and mark “yes” or “no” according to 

the general practices in his or her native country. 
3. Circulate around the room and assist participants with unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Once the group has had a chance to complete the checklist, write two columns on 

the board and tally responses. 
 

Example: 
 
 
   YES  NO 
 
 
       1.     5  3 
       2.    6  2 
       3.     2  6 
       4.    4  4  
        
    
Questions for discussion: 

1. Are career-related goals the same for people in your country as they are in the 
United States? 

2. How are they similar? 
3. How are they different? 
4. Did your career goals change when you came to the United States? 
5. What are your career goals in the United States? 
6. What were they in your country? 
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Directions:  
Read the following questions and answer “yes” or “no” for each. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Question Answer 
 

1. Do employees get a written job description 
in your country? 

 

 
YES       NO 

2. Do people change jobs often in your 
country? 

 

YES       NO 

3. Do people work in the same career for life? 
 

YES       NO 

4. Do children often do the same type of work 
as their parents? 

 

 
YES       NO 

5. Do employers offer training on the job? 
 

YES       NO 

6. Do employers pay for employees to get 
training outside of work? 

 

 
YES       NO 

7. Do people go to workshops or conferences 
to try and improve their skills for the job? 

 

YES       NO 

8. Do people move to different jobs within the 
same company? 

 

YES       NO 
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General Practices in the United States 
 

Common "American" Behaviors 
 
• In the U.S. it is generally not necessary to “know someone” or have some personal 

influence in an organization to “get ahead”.   
 
• Initiative, willingness to work hard, training and education, skills, and a good-

natured personality are all characteristics considered to help “get ahead” in ones 
career. 

 
• A common attitude in the United States is “It doesn’t matter where you come from 

or who you are, anyone can be a success if they try hard enough.  The U.S. is a “do 
it yourself” society and individualism is highly valued. 

 
• In the United States, it is not considered disloyal to quit your job.  This is considered 

personal career advancement.  However, it is common practice and expected to give 
at least 2 weeks notice before leaving a job.  In some cases, the employer may even 
want more notice.  By following this rule, an individual will usually leave the 
company or organization with good relations. 

 
• Job switching is very common in the United States.  An individual may change 

careers 10 times in their adult life.  This is considered “bettering oneself”. 
 
• Most people in the United States enjoy the challenge and opportunities of a new job 

and like to learn new skills and apply old skills to new situations. 
 
• It is not uncommon for an individual to be welcomed back to a company where they 

were previously employed, even at a higher position and salary. 
 
• Many employers support training on the job.  In fact, some companies will even help 

pay for college. 
 
• It is considered a valuable trait if a person can transfer within the organization and 

do several different jobs.  Cross training is common in many organizations and is 
considered to increase the productivity of a company. 

 
Common U.S. American values which reflect these behaviors 
 
Sources: 
Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands by:  Terri Morrison, Wayne A. Conaway, and George 
A.Borden, Ph.D. 
American Ways  by:  Gary Althens 
Living in the USA   by:  Alison R. Lanier 

 
Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use – General Practices in the US (3.14) 
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Critical Incident 
 
Introduction: 
In the following incident, an employee is offered a position in another department.  He 
turns down the offer because he feels a sense of loyalty to his current supervisor.  On 
the other hand, the human resources director views his reluctance to accept the new 
position as disinterest and a lack of motivation. 
 
Materials: 
• Copy of critical incident and discussion questions 
• Copy of vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
6. Tell participants you are about to read a hypothetical situation (critical incident) in 

a workplace in the United States. 
7. Go over any vocabulary that may cause trouble before you read the critical 

incident. (see suggested list) 
8. Read critical incident while participants follow along. 
9. Check for comprehension.  

10. Review questions for discussion. 
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Critical Incident          
New Language and Vocabulary 
 
Flattered  stock room  distribution center  
 
turns down the job   lack the initiative 
 
 
Critical Incident 
 
Abraham has worked at Nordstrom for ten years.  He started as part time help during 
the holidays.  He works in the Men’s Shoe Department stock room and is considered 
one of the best stock people in the store.  One day, the store manager called Abraham 
into her office and asked him if he would be interested in working at the main 
distribution center.  The job pays more and they are looking for an experienced stock 
person to do the job.  Abraham is flattered but turns down the job.  He has worked for 
the same manager for four years and can’t imagine what his manager would do if he 
took the job at the distribution center.  The store manager is surprised and doesn’t 
understand why he wouldn’t take the job.  She later tells the distribution center 
manager that he doesn’t think Abraham is interested in furthering his career with 
Nordstrom.  She says, “He seems to lack the initiative.” 
 
 
 
Questions for Discussion: 
1. What happened? 
2. Why do you think the store manager said he “lacks initiative”? 
3. Why do you think Abraham turned down the job? 
4. What do you think the store manager could have done differently? 
5. What do you think Abraham could have done differently? 
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New Language and Vocabulary 
 
 
Promotion 
Job advancement 
Career path 
Getting ahead on the job 
Transferable skills 
Cross training 
 
Asking about job opportunities 
I’d like to talk about job opportunities. 
I’m interested in other positions at the company. 
Are there opportunities for advancement in this job? 
I’m interested in learning more about the ________ position. 
 
What are the qualifications for _____________? 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #1 - "I don't have the experience." 
 
Introduction 
In the following dialog, Lai and Connie are discussing opportunities for advancement. 
Lai, who was a bookkeeper in Vietnam, doesn't feel he can transfer his skills and 
experience to the same type  of position in the United States because of his lack of 
experience in this country.  Connie is confused as to why Lai doesn't seem interested in 
pursuing a career in bookkeeping. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Language Review 
 
Promotion  CNA   Bookkeeper   appropriate 
   
Dialog Setting  
Lai and Connie are talking about their jobs.  They both work in the housekeeping 
department at a hospital.  Connie has been interested in another job at the company 
and is discussing career advancement with Lai. 
 
Lai:  Hey Connie, I heard you got a promotion.  Congratulations. 
 
Connie: Thanks.  I’ve wanted to become a CNA for a long time now.  I’m glad I 

was finally given the chance to take the training.  Did you know I was a 
CNA in my country? 

 
Lai: No, I didn’t realize that. 
 
Connie: What did you do in your country? 
 
Lai: I was a bookkeeper for a doctor’s office for ten years. 
 
Connie: Really?  Did you enjoy your job? 
 
Lai: Yes, I loved it.  I enjoyed working with numbers.  I also really enjoyed 

working in the medical field.  It was the perfect job. 
 
Connie: Why don’t you apply for a position here in the finance office?  I know they 

are looking for some new people. 
 
Lai: I’ve worked in this department for 12 years.  I think they really need me 

here.  It wouldn’t be right.  Besides I don’t have any experience in the 
United States as a bookkeeper. 

 
Connie: Oh that’s crazy.  You should go for it. 
 
Lai: Really, I don’t think it’s appropriate. 
 
 
 
Questions for Discussion  
1. Why do you think Lai doesn’t want to apply for the job. 
2. Do you think his supervisor would be angry? 
3. Do you think he has the qualifications? 
4. Do you think he would have a chance at a bookkeeper position? 
5. What are some other reasons he might not want to apply for the job? 
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Cross-cultural Encounter #2 – "I'm not interested." 
 
Introduction: 
In the following dialog, Ivan takes great pride in the fact that he had held the same 
position for a long time.  When his supervisor suggests that he get further training, he 
turns down the offer.  Ivan's supervisor is frustrated that Ivan doesn't see the value in 
increasing his skills on the job.  Ivan on the other hand, isn't aware that there is any 
need to further his skills. 
 
Materials: 
• Copies of dialog 
• Extra copies of new language and vocabulary 
 
Time: 
20 – 30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Go over the setting of the dialog. 
2. Ask two volunteers to read the dialog. 
3. Check for comprehension and review any unfamiliar vocabulary. 
4. Go over questions for discussion. 
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Vocabulary Review 
 
job site  crew helper   forklift   certification   
 
send you out on jobs opportunity  give it a shot  go to all the trouble 
 
 

Dialog Setting 
Ivan works for a construction company.  Scott is the supervisor. Ivan and Scott are 
talking about career opportunities in the company. 
 
Scott:  Ivan, can you come over here for a minute? 
 
Ivan:  Sure, what’s up? 
 
Scott: Well, you’ve worked on the job site for a long time as a crew helper and 

you have been an excellent employee.  I thought you might be interested 
in some training in another area. 

 
Ivan:  Well, I really enjoy the work I do.  I think I’m really good at it. 
 
Scott: I agree.  But, you could make a little more money if you had forklift 

certification.  If you had the training, we could send you out on more 
jobs.  What do you think? 

 
Ivan: I am very happy at this job.  I don’t think I’m interested.  I'll continue to 

do my work as a construction helper. 
 
Scott: Are you sure?  It would be a great opportunity for you. You’d increase 

your skills.  Besides, the training is only 1 month and the company pays 
for it.  Why don’t you give it a shot?  We could always use another forklift 
driver. 

 
Ivan:  No thanks.  You don’t have to go to all the trouble. 
 
 
 
 
Questions for Discussion 
1. Why do you think Ivan won’t take the training? 
2. Why does Scott want Ivan to take the training? 
3. Do you think Scott could convince Ivan to take the training?  If so, how? 
4. Do you think Ivan should take the training?  Why or why not? 
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5.   

Cultural Learning Activity #1 - What can you do? 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of this activity is to help participants identify skills they possess that may 
be transferable to other types of positions.  Each participant will identify individual skills 
they have from present and previous jobs, training, and other experiences.  They will 
then identify those skills that transfer to other positions they may be interested in 
exploring. 
 
Materials: 
• A bag of beans (you can also use M & M’s, other small candies, or popcorn kernels) 
• A basket or a jar. 
• Newspaper want ads or, if you are teaching in the workplace, job descriptions from 

the company. 
 
Time: 
30-45 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
Part One 

1. Put beans in a basket. 
2. Ask participants take as many as they want and pass the basket around the 

room. 
3. Have each participant count how many they took from the basket. This will be 

the number of sentences they must complete. 
4. Write the following on the board. 

 
I can……. 
I’m good at….. 
I have training in…. 
I know how to…. 
I enjoy… 
I have experience in… 
 

1. Tell participants to think of specific skills they have that relates to employment, 
hobbies, or other interests. 

2. For each bean they took from the basket, they must come up with one sentence 
using the phrases you have listed on the board. 

3. When participants have listed enough sentences, have them share the sentences 
with a partner or with the group. 
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Cultural Learning Activity #2 - Transferable Skills 
 
Introduction  
This activity will introduce participants to the concept of transferable skills.  Although 
many job descriptions state specific skills that are required to perform a specific job, 
employers often consider transferable skills that closely match those which are stated in 
the descriptions.  This activity helps participants compare various jobs and identify 
similarities. 
 
Materials  
• Handout – Job announcements (or an overhead transparency) 
• Newspaper – Want ads 
 
Time  
20 minutes 
 
Procedure  
1. Give participants a copy of the handout. 
2. Ask a volunteer to read the job announcement. 
3. Ask participants to circle the skills that are similar and list them below each pair of 

job announcements. 
4. Have participants come up to board and list transferable skills for each pair of job 

announcements. 
5. Go over questions for discussion. 
 
Questions for discussion: 

1. Would you ever apply for a job if you didn’t have all the skills listed on the 
announcement? Why or why not? 
2. Have you ever applied for a job in which you didn’t have all the qualifications? 
3. Have you ever received on the job training? 
4. Do you think employers care if you don’t have all the skills necessary for a job?  
Why or why not? 
5. Why would an employer hire a person if they didn’t have the experience for that 
job? 
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TTrraannssffeerraabbllee  SSkkiillllss  
 
Directions:  Look at the following job announcements.  Circle and list the skills that 
transfer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transferable Skills 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transferable Skills 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Bookkeeper 
Part time position with flexible hours 
in an exciting and dynamic travel 
business.  Microsoft Excel  or Quick-
Books experience preferred, but will 
train.  Bilingual in English and Spanish 
a plus.  Experience in the travel 
industry desired as well as good 
customer service skills.  Send resume 
to: 

 
Tim’s Travel - Bookkeeper 

PO Box 4569 
Tacoma, WA  98499 

Medical Billing Assistant 
¾ time position in busy doctor’s 
office.  Proficient in Microsoft 
Word and QuickBooks.  
Experience in the medical field 
and knowledge of medical 
terminology preferred.  Looking 
for a person with great customer 
service skills and experience with 
insurance companies.  Bilingual in 
English and Spanish required. 
Call (206) 555-9876 or send resume 
to PO Box 4567 Seattle WA 98119

Tailor/Seamstress 
Full time tailor/seamstress wanted.  
Experience working with men’s, 
women’s and children’s clothing.  
Knowledge of industrial sewing 
machinery and experience with 
alterations and delicate fabrics a 
must.  Apply in person at: 
 

Johnson’s Department Store 
1534 1st Ave. 

Seattle, WA  98401 

Assistant Children’s Fashion 
Designer –  
Previous experience in 
dressmaking, alterations, and/or 
tailor shop.  Training in fashion 
design desired but not 
necessary.  Experience 
designing children’s fashions 
preferred. Apply in person at: 
 

Lake Union Clothing Co. 
7675 E. Lake Drive. 
Seattle, WA  98118
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Cultural Learning Activity #3 - “What are the 
requirements?” 
 
Introduction:  In working with immigrants and refugees, it is not uncommon to hear, “I’m not 
qualified for that job.  I’ve never worked in the United States”.  Some immigrants and refugees 
may discount the job experiences they have acquired outside the U.S. because they feel it isn’t 
relevant if they haven’t done that particular job here.  The purpose of this activity is to help 
participants identify the skills and experiences they have acquired and investigate where they 
might be able to apply these skills. 
 
Materials: 
• Want ads from the newspaper. 
• Several copies of the various job descriptions from the company/agency (If teaching in the 

workplace). 
• Participants list of skills from the previous activity. 
• Handout – “What are the requirements?” 
• Butcher paper or large piece of writing paper that you can hand in front of the class. (one 

sheet for each participant). 
 
Time: 
60 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
1. Ask participants to look through the want ads and cut out two or three job announcements 

that interest them. 
2. If teaching in the workplace, hang or place stacks of the job announcements around the 

room and ask participants to choose one or two jobs that interest them. 
3. Have each participant state the job(s) they have chosen and read the job description. 
4. Pass out the worksheet. 
5. At this point, each participant works through the worksheet with his or her own information. 
6. When all participants have completed the worksheet, have each person present his or her 

information. 
7. When the participants get to the last part “skills you lack”, have the group brainstorm ways 

that person can gain the necessary skills and experience for that job. 
8. Write suggestions on a piece of paper hung on the wall in the front of the class and give 

each person his or her completed list of suggestions from the group. 
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What are the requirements? 
 

 

 SKILLS YOU HAVE        SKILLS REQUIRED 
1.      1.   

2.      2.  

3. 3. 

4. 4. 

5. 5. 

6. 6 

7. 7. 

8. 8. 

9. 9. 

10. 10. 

 

 SKILLS THAT MATCH  SKILLS YOU LACK 

1. 1. 

2. 2.    

3. 3. 

4. 4. 

5. 5. 

6. 6. 

7. 7. 

8. 8. 

9. 8. 

10. 10. 
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Cultural Leaning Activity #4 - Training and Career 
Advancement 
 
Introduction: 
Career development and advancement is something that is difficult to grasp, especially for individuals 
who aren’t aware of the different means by which one can obtain the training needed to advance in his 
or her current workplace or move on to a new career.  This activity helps learners to brainstorm different 
ways in which an individual can get the training they need for the job they want. 
 
Materials: 
Handout – Getting the skills you need 
Note cards 
 
Time: 
20-30 minutes 
 
Procedure: 
Part One 
1. Discuss career opportunities with participants. 

Introductory Questions: 
1) Are there any jobs at your current workplace that interest you? 
2) Do you have all the skills/training you need to perform that job? 
3) Have you considered applying for that job? 
4) Have you looked into ways in which you can get the training you need for that job? 

2. Tell participants you are going to present them with a number of different situations in which 
individuals want new jobs but lack the skills they want for that job.  The job of the participants is to 
help these people out and come up with a list of suggested ways in which they can get the training 
they need to be hired for the positions they want. 
Put class in small groups. 

3. Give each group a copy of the handout and have them work together to come up with a list of ideas 
for each person on the worksheet. 

4. Go over ideas as a class.  List suggestions on the board. 
 
Part Two 
1. On note cards, have each participant write a job they want and the skills they lack for that job. 
2. Collect note cards and read aloud one at a time.  
3. Participants come up with suggested means of obtaining the training needed. 
4. List ideas on the board. 
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Expansion and Assessment Activities 
 
 
 
Job Descriptions 
Have participants write a job description for the job they have.  Then, have each participant describe his 
or her job to a partner. 
 
Available Positions 
Ask participants to write a list of the positions in the company where they work.  Ask them to go to HR 
and get a copy of some of the job positions and/or get copies of job descriptions from the Internet. 
 
Why is your job important? 
Participants list reasons their jobs are important in the organization and how what they do affects the 
other departments in their company. 

 
True/False checklist 
Make a true/false checklist from the “General Practices”. 
 
Dialog Journal Questions 
• What things have you learned in your job that will transfer to another position in your company or 

another company? 
• What skills do you bring from your country that will help you in your job or another job in the United 

States? 
 
Additional Resources: 
 
Living in the USA  by:  Alison R. Lanier 
Chapter 3 – "Some Dominant American Attitudes" 
pp. 22-23 – Personal Progress and Changing Jobs 
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Notes:
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Chapter 13 – Comments 
Activity Things that worked Things that didn't work Changes for next time Student progress and other comments 

Setting the 
stage 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
comparison 

  
 
 

  

General 
Practices 

 
 

 
 
 

  

Critical 
Incident 

 
 

 
 
 

  

New Language 
and Vocabulary 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #1 

  
 
 

  

Cross-cultural 
Encounter #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #1 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #2 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #3 

  
 
 

  

Cultural 
Learning 

Activity #4 

  
 
 

  

Extension and 
Assessment 
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Assessment Tools 
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Assessment Tools  
 
How's it going so far? 
This tool is an excellent way to gage how the learning is going throughout the course of the instruction.  
This tool can be used after the first week to get a feel of how the learners feel about the content.  It is 
also a great tool to use throughout the course to monitor how learners are responding to the content 
and materials.  It validates the needs of the participants and shows them that their feedback is 
important to the success of the program.  It is beneficial to share results with the learners and explain 
the things that can be changed and the areas that you are unable to alter and why. 
 
Cultural Learning Needs of Employees 
This worksheet is for use in workplace ESL programs.  This tool is useful in determining the needs of the 
participants as seen through the eyes of the supervisors.  The survey is useful in developing on-site 
programs in the workplace.  In addition to a needs assessment, it can be used to monitor progress and 
program success when given before and after the program.  It can also be used to compare the learner’s 
perceptions with the supervisor’s perceptions of needs. 
 
Learner Needs Assessment 
This needs assessment is useful in determining the learners needs as they see them.  The learner 
identifies issues in the workplace that they would like to learn about as well as identifies how important 
they perceive this particular task to be in their job. 
 
Personal Evaluation of My Skills 
This tool can be used as a pre- and post-assessment of learner's skills.  It can be administered at the 
beginning of a program to determine the needs of the participants and toward the end to monitor how 
the learners feel they have improved. 
 
Personal Progress 
This activity can be used throughout the term to monitor and track progress.  The learners can fill out 
the checklist and chart the results on a weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly basis. 
 
Tracking our Personal Progress 
This form is used to graph the information from the previous worksheet.  Collectively, the group can 
compile the data from their Personal Progress sheets and monitor the progress of the group as a whole. 
 
What I Want to Learn About Culture 
This activity (found in part one, Activity #10) helps the learners get ready to set cultural learning goals 
for the term.  It identifies possible topics and themes and allows the learner to narrow their focus.  This 
activity is explained in Part One of the curriculum. 
 
What did you learn about culture? 
This is the same as the previous tool, but this one is used at the end of the course.  The two together 
serve as a pre- and post-evaluation of learner accomplishments. 
 
Cultural Learning Goals 
This worksheet is used to help learners set cultural learning goals for the course.  It works best following 
"What I Want to Learn About Culture".  This activity is explained in Part One of the curriculum.   
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How's it going so far? 
 
 
 
1. So far I'm learning…..(circle one) 
 
 
 a lot    a little   not very much 
 
 
 
2. One thing I like about this class is…… 
 
 
 
 
 
3. One thing I don't like about this class is…. 
 
 
 
 
4. I want to learn more about…. 
 
 
 
 
5. I want to spend less time on…. 
 
 
 
 
6. One good thing about the class is…. 
 
 
 
 
7. One suggestion I have is…. 
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CCUULLTTUURRAALL  LLEEAARRNNIINNGG  NNEEEEDDSS  OOFF  EEMMPPLLOOYYEEEESS  
 

Directions: 
 

Using the 5-point scales, indicate employee cultural learning needs.  There are two scales, one to show the degree 
of difficulty employees have with a particular item and the other to show the importance of the item for success on 
the job. 

 
Key 
 
Very Little Difficulty   1-2-3-4-5  Much difficulty 
Not important on the job 1-2-3-4-5 Very important on the job 
 

CULTURAL 
COMPREHENSION SKILL 

AMOUNT OF DIFFICULTY IMPORTANCE ON THE JOB 

 
COMMUNICATION 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

 
 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

1.  Appropriately use formal 
and informal communication in 
the workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
2.  Ask questions to clarify 
uncertainty 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
3.  Give input and express 
ideas to co-workers and 
supervisors 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

 
4.  Express work related 
concerns and needs 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
5.  Use appropriate tone of 
voice and intonation to convey 
a message in the workplace 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
6.  Interpret non-verbal 
communication used in 
everyday communication 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
7.  Use appropriate forms of 
non-verbal communication on 
the job 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
8.  Ask for time off when 
needed 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
9.  Appropriately resolve 
conflicts that develop because 
of miscommunication 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

 
1   2   3   4   5 

   
10.  Greet and talk with leads 
and supervisors in English 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 
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11.  Ask for speakers to repeat 
something or slow down when 
speaking 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
12.  Make suggestions about 
work to supervisors or leads 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
13.  Report problems 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 
   
14.  Understand and respond 
to corrective feedback 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
15.  Call in late or sick 1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 
   
16.  Speak in groups or 
meetings 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

 
SOCIAL INTERACTION 

 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

1.  Use appropriate physical 
distance when talking with 
individuals on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
2.  Display appropriate use of 
physical contact when talking 
with individuals on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
3.  Discuss appropriate topics 
in the workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
4.  Display appropriate 
personal presentation and  
hygiene 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
5.  Display appropriate forms 
of dress on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
6.  Interact and work together 
with members of the opposite 
sex on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
7.  Respond appropriately to 
individuals in positions of 
authority in the workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
8.  Interact outside own 
cultural group in the 
workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 
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EMPLOYEE AND 
EMPLOYER EXPECTATIONS 

ON THE JOB 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

 
LITTLE                MUCH 

   
1.  Display an understanding 
of how the concept of time 
affects the U.S. workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
2.  Follow schedules and 
breaks on a regular work day 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
3.  Display an understanding 
of the appropriate "work ethic" 
of the organization 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
4.  Understand and display the 
importance of productivity in 
the workplace 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

 
 

  

5.  Display an understanding 
of safety guidelines and rules 
in the organization 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
6.  Report accidents on the 
job, following appropriate 
procedures 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
7.  Follow and display a clear 
understanding of workplace 
guidelines as well as federal 
regulations 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
8.  Display an interest in 
furthering skills on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 

   
9.  Make an effort to use 
transferable skills in other 
areas on the job 

1   2   3   4   5 1   2   3   4   5 
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LLEEAARRNNEERR  NNEEEEDDSS  AASSSSEESSSSMMEENNTT  
 

Directions: 
 

Read each statement.  Decide how well you can do each skill or how well you understand each skill on the job.  
Circle the correct response in the second column. 

 
 
 

CULTURAL 
COMPREHENSION SKILL 

AMOUNT OF DIFFICULTY 

 
COMMUNICATION 

 
 

 
1.  I know how to use formal and informal 
communication in the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

     
2.  I ask questions when I don’t understand 
something. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
3.  I give input and express ideas to co-
workers and supervisors. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
4.  I tell my supervisor when I have a 
problem at work. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
 
5.  I use appropriate tone of voice and 
intonation to convey a message in the 
workplace. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
6.  I understand non-verbal communication 
used in everyday communication. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
7.  I can use appropriate forms of non-verbal 
communication on the job. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
8.  I ask for time off when I need it. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
 
9.  I know how to resolve conflicts that 
develop because of miscommunication. 

 
Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
10.  I greet and talk with leads and 
supervisors in English. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
11.  I ask people to repeat or slow down 
when I don’t understand them. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
12.  I make suggestions about work to 
supervisors or leads. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 
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13.  I report problems. Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 
  
14.  I understand and respond to corrective 
feedback. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
15.  I call in late or sick if I can’t come to 
work. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
16.  I Speak in groups or at workplace 
meetings 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
SOCIAL INTERACTION 

 

 
 

1.  I understand appropriate physical 
distance when talking with people on the job 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
2.  I understand appropriate use of physical 
contact when talking with people on the job 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
3.  I know what topics are appropriate to talk 
about in the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
4.  I understand appropriate personal 
presentation and hygiene in the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
5.  I know what is an appropriate way to 
dress on the job. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
6.  I interact and work together with 
members of the opposite sex on the job. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
7.  I communicate appropriately to 
individuals in positions of authority in the 
workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
8.  I interact outside my own cultural group 
in the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
 

EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER 
EXPECTATIONS ON THE JOB 

 
 

  
1.  I understand how the concept of time 
affects the US workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
2.  I follow schedules and breaks on a 
regular workday. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
3.  I understand the "work ethic" of the 
United States. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
4.  I understand the importance of 
productivity in the workplace 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

 
 

 

5.  I understand safety guidelines and rules 
in the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 
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6.  I report accidents on the job and follow 
appropriate procedures. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
7.  I follow workplace guidelines and federal 
regulations 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
8.  I am interested in learning new things at 
work. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 

  
9.  I try to use my skills in different ways in 
the workplace. 

Always        Sometimes        Almost never       Never 
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Personal Evaluation of My Skills 
 
1. I ask my supervisor questions when I don't understand something at 

work? 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
2. I tell my supervisor when I have an idea or a suggestion. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
3. If I have a problem at work, I tell my supervisor. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
4. I understand non-verbal communication and gestures that people use at 

work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
5. I ask my supervisor for time off when I can't work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 
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6. If I have a problem with a co-worker, I will talk to that person about the 
problem. 

 
 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
7. I enjoy talking to my supervisor. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
8. I feel bad if my supervisor tells me to do something differently. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
9. If I am sick, I call my supervisor before my shift. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
10. I sometimes feel uncomfortable talking to certain people at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 
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11. I speak at employee meetings. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
12. I tell my supervisor I want to learn new things at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
13. I understand the things I should not talk about at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
14. I am comfortable working with a person of the opposite sex. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
15.  I enjoy talking with all of my co-workers, even if they don't  

speak my native language. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 
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16. I speak my native language at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
17. I start work on time every day. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
18. If I see an accident at work, I always report it. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
19. I understand all the safety rules at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
20. I follow all the safety rules at work. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 

 
21. I want to learn other jobs at my place of employment. 
 

 never 
 sometimes 
 most of the time 
 always 
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Personal Progress 
 
Directions:  Check the box next to the statements that are true for you 
this week. 
 
This week at work I…. 
 

 made a friend from another culture. 

 asked a question because I didn't understand. 

 talked to someone about his or her culture. 

 talked to someone from another culture for more than five minutes. 

 told someone at work about an idea I had. 

 made a suggestion at work. 

 asked someone for help at work. 

 understood a new gesture at work. 

 solved a problem at work. 

 had a conversation with someone from another culture. 

 learned a new phrase (slang) at work. 

 came to work before my shift started. 

 felt good about my work. 

 felt comfortable talking to my boss. 

 accomplished a personal goal. 

 accomplished a professional goal. 

 reported an accident. 

 followed a safety rule. 

 expressed my opinion. 

 asked for advice. 

 received a compliment about my work. 

 learned something new on the job. 
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ADDITIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS I MADE THIS WEEK 
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 TRACKING OUR PERSONAL PROGRESS 
 

GOAL         WEEK 
  

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
 

9 
 

10 
 

11 

made a friend from another culture            
asked a question because I didn't understand            
talked to someone about his or her person's culture for 
more than five minutes 

           
learned about another person's culture            
told someone at work an idea I had             
made a suggestion at work            
asked someone for help at work            
learned a new gesture            
solved a problem at work            
had a conversation with someone from another culture.            
leaned a new phrase (slang)            
came to work before my shift started            
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

felt good about my work            
felt comfortable talking to my boss            
accomplished a personal goal            
accomplished a professional goal            
reported an accident            
followed a safety rule            
expressed my opinion            
asked for advise            
received a compliment about my work            
learned something new on the job            
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WWhhaatt  II  WWaanntt  ttoo  LLeeaarrnn  AAbboouutt  CCuullttuurree  
 

Directions:   
Put a check mark next to the topics that you would like to study in this class. 
Add any topics that are not included at the end of the list. 

 

 Different communication styles 

 Why people experience cultural misunderstandings 

 Ways to avoid cultural conflicts on the job 

 Asking questions on the job to get more information 

 Giving feedback, expressing opinions, or giving suggestions on the job 

 Reporting problems or progress on the job 

 Appropriate tone of voice and intonation 

 Appropriate choice of words to convey messages 

 Nonverbal communication and physical gestures used in everyday 

communication 

 Employee evaluations, performance reviews, and constructive criticism 

 Appropriate social distance and physical contact  

 Appropriate topics of conversation in the workplace and conversational 

taboos 

 Roles of women and men in the workplace 

 The structure of the U.S. workplace 

 Unwritten rules in the workplace 

 Personal presentation, dress, and hygiene on the job 

 Interacting with different cultures in the workplace 

 Problem solving techniques in the workplace                   

 The concept of time in the U.S. workplace 

 The U.S. work ethic, values, and behaviors in the workplace 

 Rewards and recognition in the workplace 
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 Rules and regulations in the U.S. workplace 

 Safety guidelines and reporting accidents and incidents in the workplace 

 Skill diversity, cross training, and professional development on the job 
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WWhhaatt  ddiidd  yyoouu  LLeeaarrnn  AAbboouutt  CCuullttuurree??  
 

Directions:   
Put a check mark next to the topics that you learned about in this class. 
Add any topics that are not included at the end of the list. 

 

 Different communication styles 

 Why people experience cultural misunderstandings 

 Ways to avoid cultural conflicts on the job 

 Asking questions on the job to get more information 

 Giving feedback, expressing opinions, or giving suggestions on the job 

 Reporting problems or progress on the job 

 Appropriate tone of voice and intonation 

 Appropriate choice of words to convey messages 

 Nonverbal communication and physical gestures used in everyday 

communication 

 Employee evaluations, performance reviews, and constructive criticism 

 Appropriate social distance and physical contact  

 Appropriate topics of conversation in the workplace and conversational 

taboos 

 Roles of women and men in the workplace 

 The structure of the U.S. workplace 

 Unwritten rules in the workplace 

 Personal presentation, dress, and hygiene on the job 

 Interacting with different cultures in the workplace 

 Problem solving techniques in the workplace                   

 The concept of time in the U.S. workplace 

 The U.S. work ethic, values, and behaviors in the workplace 

 Rewards and recognition in the workplace 
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 Rules and regulations in the U.S. workplace 

 Safety guidelines and reporting accidents and incidents in the workplace 

 Skill diversity, cross training, and professional development on the job 
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Cultural Learning Goals 

 
 
Discuss these questions with your classmates.  Write your answers. 
 
1. With whom do you speak to the most at work?  
 
 
 
2. What do you talk about? 
 
 
 
3. With whom would you like to speak to more often at work? 
 
 
 
4. What do you need to learn to make you job easier? 
 
 
 
 
 
My five cultural learning goals for this quarter are: 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. _________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. _________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. _________________________________________________________________ 
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Foreign Language 
Films 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE VIDEOS 
AVAILABLE AT PIERCE COUNTY LIBRARIES 

Note:  The following is a comprehensive list of videos developed by the Pierce County Library System.  It is 
not recommended that the following videos be used in their entirety for classroom instruction.  Several of 
the videos listed contain subject matter and language that is inappropriate for classroom use.  However, the 
list is provided as a resource of materials that may possibly display some common cultural patterns of the 
various cultural groups present in our communities.  Clips of some of the following videos may be helpful to 
display differences in cultural patterns and communication styles around the world.  It is recommended that 
the instructor preview any video in entirety before using it for classroom activities. 
 
ARABIC 
Wedding in Galilee 
 
ARMENIAN 
Color of Pomegranates 
 
AUSTRALIAN 
Muriel's Wedding 
 
BAMBARA 
A Dance for the Heroes 
Brightness 
 
BENGALI 
Home and the World 
 
CHINESE 
A Great Wall 
China My Sorrow 
Farewell My Concubine 
Horse Thief 
Ju-Dou 
Killer 
Life on A String 
Raise the Red Lantern 
Red Firecracker, Green Firecracker 
Red Sorghum 
Song of the Exile 
Story of Qui-ju 
Tiger on Beat 
To Live 
Wooden Man's Bride 
Yellowland 
 
CZECH 
Closely Watched Trains 
Ecstasy 
Kolya 
Larks on A String 
Loves of A Blond 
Shop on Main Street 
 
DANISH 
Babette's Feast 

Emma's Shadow 
Memories of A Marriage 
Sofie 
 
DUTCH 
Antonia's Line 
Egg 
Lift 
Question of Silence 
Soldier of Orange 
Spetters 
Vanishing 
 
FINNISH 
Ariel 
Match-Factory Girl 
 
FRENCH 
36 Fillette 
Africa, I Will Fleece You 
Alberto Express 
Alfred Hitchcock's Bon…. 
All the Mornings of the World 
Allah Tantou (God's Will….) 
Alphaville 
Attention Bandits 
Auntie Danielle 
Baker's Wife 
Bal 
Battle of Algiers 
Baxter 
Beau Mariage 
Beauty and the Beast 
Being at Home with Claude 
Belle Noiseuse 
Betty Blue 
Between Heaven and Earth 
 
 
Birds of Feather 
Black and White in Color 
Blue 
Breathless 
Bride Wore Black 
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Cadeau 
Camillle Claudel 
Cesar 
Children of Paradise 
Chloe in the Afternoon 
Chocolate 
Choice of Arms 
Claire's Knee 
Compere 
Confessions of A Crap Artist 
Confidentially Yours 
Contempt 
Coup de Grace 
Cousin Cousine 
Cross My Heart 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
Decline of the American…. 
Delicatessen 
Diary of A Country Priest 
Discreet Charm…. 
Double Life of Veronique 
Elena and Her Men 
Entre Nous 
Eternal Return 
Femme Nikita 
Forbidden Games 
Four Hundred Blows 
Full Moon in Paris 
Goat 
Going Places 
Goodbye, Children 
Grand Highway 
Grand Illusion 
Hail Mary 
Hairdresser's Husband 
Happy New Year 
Heart in Winter 
Hiroshima Mon Amour 
Horseman on the Roof 
Indochine 
Investigation 
Invitation au Voyage 
Jacko and Lise 
Jacquot 
Jean de Florette 
Jesus of Montreal 
Jour de Fete 
Judge and the Assassin 
Jules and Jim 
Jupiter's Thigh 
 
King of Hearts 
Last Year in Marienbad 
Leolo Because I Dream 
Les Miserables 
Lumiere 

Madame Bovary 
Madame Rosa 
Mama, There's a Man in Your…. 
Man Bites Dog 
Manon of the Spring 
Marius 
May Fools 
Mayerling 
Menage 
Milky Way 
Mon Oncle 
Mon Oncle d'Amerique 
Monsieur Hire 
Muriel 
Murmur of the Heart 
Music Teacher 
My Best Friend's Girl 
My Father's Glory 
My Mother's Castle 
My New Partner 
My Night at Maud's 
Night and day 
Nuit de Varennes 
One Wild Moment 
Orpheus 
Overseas 
Paper Wedding 
Pardon Mon Affaire 
Passerby 
Pauline at the Beach 
Pepe le Moko 
Princess Tam Tam 
Reader 
Return of Martin Guerre 
Ronde 
Rouge Baiser 
Rules of the Game… 
Savage Nights 
Sheep Has Five Legs 
Shoot the Piano Player 
Simple Story 
Sincerely Charlotte 
Small Change 
Story of Adele H. 
Story of Women 
Sugar Cane Alley 
Summer 
Sunday in the Country 
Sundays and Cybele 
Tall Blond Man With One Black Shoe 
 
Tchao Pantin 
Therese 
Three Men and a Cradle 
Too Beautiful for You 
Too Shy To Try 
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Toto the Hero 
Umbrellas of Cherbourg 
Uranus 
Vagabond 
Vanishing 
Wages of Fear 
Warriors Rest 
Wild Child 
Zouzou 
 
GEORGIAN 
Repentance the Last Film… 
 
GERMAN 
3 Penny Opera 
Aguirre, Wrath of God 
Alice in the Cities 
Alpine Fire 
American Friend 
Angry Harvest 
Blue Angel 
Boat is Full 
Celeste 
Colonel Redl 
Comradeship 
Das Boot (Director's Cut) 
Europa Europa 
Every Man For Himself and … 
Faraway, So Close! 
Goalie's Anxiety at the Penalty… 
Hanussen 
In the Course of Time 
Inheritors 
Lost Honor of Katharina Blum 
Love in Germany 
M 
Madchen in Uniform 
Marriage of Maria Braun 
Nasty Girl 
Requiem for Dominic 
Rosa Luxembourg 
Scarlet Letter 
Stalingrad 
Testament of Dr. Mabuse 
Tin Drum 
Veronika Voss 
Wannsee Conference 
White Rose 
 
 
 
GREEK 
Iphigenia 
Landscape in the Mist 
 
HEBREW 

Wedding in Galilee 
 
HINDU 
Goddess 
Salaam Bombay! 
Spices 
Two Daughters 
 
HUNGARIAN 
Hungarian Fairy Tale 
Midas Touch 
My Twentieth Century 
Red and the White 
Revolt of Job 
Riddance 
Sinbad 
 
ICELANDIC 
Children of Nature 
 
INDIAN 
Bandit Queen 
 
IRANIAN 
White Balloon 
 
ITALIAN 
A Story of Boys and Girls 
Alfredo, Alfredo 
And the Ship Sails On 
Big Deal on Madonna Street 
Cinema Paradiso 
Dark Eyes 
Divorce Italian Style 
Dolce Vita 
Down and Dirty 
Eclipse 
Everybody's Fine 
Family 
Fellini Satyricon 
Flight of the Innocent 
General Della Rovere 
Ginger and Fred 
Icicle Thief 
Il Postino:  The Postman 
Interview 
Johnny Toothpick 
Juliet of the Spirits 
Kaos 
L'Avventura 
 
Lights of Variety 
Lobster for Breakfast 
Mediteraneo 
Night of the Shooting Stars 
Nights of Cabiria 
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Nott D'estate Con Profilo… 
Open City 
Red Desert 
Red Wood Pigeon 
Road (La Strada) 
Rocco and His Brothers 
Seduced and Abandoned 
Senso 
Sleazy Uncle 
Sotto 
Three Brothers 
Tree of the Wooden Clogs 
Umberto D 
Volere, Volare 
 
JAPANESE 
Bad Sleep Well 
Black Lizard 
Black Rain 
Burmese Harp 
Dandelion 
Dersu Uzala 
Dodes' Ka-den 
Dog Soldier Shadows of the… 
Dreams 
Family Game 
Fire Festival 
Fires on the Plain 
Floating Weeds 
Funeral 
Gate of Hell 
Geisha 
Go Masters 
Godmars 
Hidden Fortress 
High and Low 
In the Realm of Passion 
In the Realm of the Senses 
Kwaidan 
Lower Depths 
MacArthur's Children 
No Regrets in My Youth 
Odd Obsession 
Picture Bride 
Pornographers Intro… 
Princess Yang Kwei Fei 
Ran 
Rashomon 
Rhapsody in August 
Samurai I II III 
 
Sanjuro 
Sanshiro Sugata 
Seven Samurai 
Shadow Warrior 
Snow Country 

Spirit of Taboo 
Stray Dog 
Street of Shame 
Taxing Woman 
Taxing Woman's Return 
Tetsuo, The Iron Man 
Throne of Blood 
Tokyo Story 
Ugetsu 
Woman in the Dunes 
Yojimbo, the Bodyguard 
 
LAPP 
Pathfinder 
 
MALAGASY 
Tales from Madagascar 
 
MOSSI 
Gift of God 
Homeland 
 
NEW ZEALAND 
Once Were Warriors 
 
POLISH 
Ashes and Diamonds 
Foul Play 
Interrogation 
Kanal 
Knife in the Water:  The Young Lover 
Man of Marble 
Year of the Quiet Sun 
 
PORTUGUESE 
Black Orpheus 
Byebye Brasil 
Dolphin 
Dona Flor and Her Two… 
Story of Fausta 
 
ROMANY 
Time of the Gypsies 
 
RUSSIAN 
Adam's Rib 
Alexander Nevsky 
Andrei Rublev 
Ballad of a Soldier 
Burnt by the Sun 
 
Close to Eden 
Cranes Are Flying 
Forgotten Melody For A… 
Freeze, Die, Come to Life 
Ivan the Terrible 
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Ivan's Childhood 
Lady With the Dog 
Moscow Does Not Believe… 
Prisoner of the Mountains 
Solaris 
Stalker 
Strike 
Unfinished Piece for Player… 
 
SERBO-CROATIAN 
Hey Babu Riba 
Tito and Me 
When Father Was Away… 
 
SPANISH 
A Very Old Man With… 
Age of Beauty 
Alsino and the Condor 
Belle Epoque 
Blood Wedding 
Brute 
Cabeza de Vaca 
Camila 
Com Agua Para Chocolate 
Cria! 
Diary of the War of Pigs 
Don Juan, My Love 
Dracula 
Erendira 
Fable of the Beautiful… 
Funny Dirty Little War 
Garden of Delights 
Half of Heaven 
High Heels 
Holy Innocents 
I'm The One You're Looking… 
Jamon Jamon 
Letters From the Park 
Like Water For Chocolate 
Little Nemo Adventures… 
Love, the Magician 
Macario 
Mama Turns A 100 
Man Facing Southeast 
Mariachi 
Miracle in Rome 
Official Story 
Olividados 
Oriana 
Simon of the Desert 
 
Skyline 
Spirits of the Beehive 
Stilts 
Summer of Miss Forbes 

Super 
Susana 
Tale of Ham and Passion 
Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down 
Time for Revenge 
Viridiana 
Woman Without Love 
Women on the Verge of a… 
Withering Heights 
 
SWEDISH 
August Strindberg's Miss Julie 
Best Intentions 
Elvira Madigan 
Fanny & Alexander 
Lesson in Love A Comedy… 
Magician 
My Life As A Dog 
Ox 
Persona 
Sacrifice 
Sawdust and Tinsel… 
Seventh Seal 
Shame 
Silence 
Smiles of a Summer Night 
Summer Interlude 
Summer with Monika 
Torment 
Virgin Spring 
Wild Strawberries 
 
TAGALOG 
Turumba 
 
TURKISH 
Journey of Hope 
Vol 
Wall 
 
UKRANIAN 
Shadows of Forgotten… 
 
WELSH 
Coming Up Roses 
 
WOLOF 
Utopia 
 
YIDDISH 
Tevya 
 
The Dybbuk 
Yiddle With His Fiddle 
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